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______________________________________________________________________________
Michael Smith has recently developed an account of categorical normative reasons for action. Smith argues
that particular desires are constitutive of ideal agency and draws on his past work on the nature of reasons
to establish the normative significance of these desires for all agents. According to a sustained critique by
Michael Bukowski, not only is Smith unable to defend several key premises needed to show these desires
are constitutive of ideal agency, he is also unable to rely on his previous work to establish the normative
significance of such constitutive desires. On the contrary, I argue not only that Smith has these resources,
but also that the form of Smith’s constitutivist explanation has unappreciated explanatory strengths.

______________________________________________________________________________

I. INTRODUCTION
In a series of recent papers,i Michael Smith claims to “derive a substantive account of normative
reasons for action from abstract premises about the nature of action and agency.”ii According to
Smith, it is constitutive of being an agent to have the function of being a desire-realizer equipped
with the following pair of rational capacities: “to know the world in which they live and [to] realize
their final desires in it.”iii Ideal agents, then, are those who maximally satisfy the norms “to which
an agent conforms when he fully and robustly exercises this pair of capacities.”iv Smith argues that
ideally exercising these capacities requires the intrinsic desires to “not interfere with anyone’s
current or future exercise of their rational capacities, and [to do] what she currently can to see to
it that anyone who lacks such capacities acquires and maintains them.”v Because of this, Smith
concludes that having these desires is “partially constitutive of what it is to have an ideal
psychology.”vi
There are, of course, well-known objections to Constitutivists’ claims that being constitutive
of agency is of normative significance. Among constitutivists, Smith’s explanation of the normative
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significance of the desires he argues are constitutive of ideal agency is distinctive for its explicit
reliance on an independently defended account of normative reasons. According to Smith’s recent
arguments, the desires to help and not hinder are constitutive of ideal agents, and so our idealized
counterparts would all have these desires. Because Smith has previously defended an account on
which our normative reasons are a function of the desires of our idealized counterparts,vii he takes
these recent arguments to establish that all agents have reason to help and not hinder, regardless
of their actual contingent desires.viii Moreover, given the “striking similarity” between actions
motivated by these desires and those we take to be morally required, he concludes that all agents
have reason to do what is morally required.ix
Michael Bukowski has developed a pressing set of objections to Smith’s constitutivist
account.x In his Normativity Objection, Bukowski objects that Smith cannot rely on his
dispositional account of reasons to establish the normative authority of the desires he has argued
are constitutive of ideal agency.xi In his Circularity Objection, Bukowski also argues that Smith
relies on two undefended assumptions in arguing that the impartial, atemporal desires to help and
not hinder are constitutive of ideal agency: the “robustness thesis” and the “symmetry thesis.”xii
According to the former, an ideal agent “has what it takes to remain ideal insofar as this is under
her control.”xiii According to the latter, an “agent’s relationship to other people is not relevantly
different from her relationship to her future self.”xiv Bukowski objects that Smith is unable to defend
these theses without ad hoc commitments to the nature of agency or question-begging assumptions
about moral impartiality. In either case, Smith’s claim to derive a substantive account of normative
reasons from abstract premises about the nature of agency would fail.
Though I am not convinced Smith’s project ultimately succeeds, these objections do not
appreciate the explanatory resources of the structure of Smith’s account. In Section II, I respond
to the Normativity Objection on Smith’s behalf. I argue that it overlooks a straightforward way for
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Smith to rely on his dispositional account of reasons to establish the normative significance of any
desire he shows to be constitutive of ideal agency. I argue, in Section III, that functional accounts,
like Smith’s, have non-ad hoc resources to explain the robustness thesis. In Section IV, I develop
Smith’s argument for the impartiality of desires constitutive of ideal agency, showing that it does
not rely on the symmetry thesis, as Bukowski has claimed.
In my view, whether Smith’s constitutivist account ultimately succeeds depends on his ability
to defend his particular functional account of agency and his dispositional account of reasons. In
the meantime, I hope to show that the form of Smith’s constitutivist account promises underappreciated explanatory benefits.

II. THE NORMATIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF CONSTITUTIVE FEATURES
In his Normativity Objection, Bukowski argues that Smith cannot account for the normative
significance of being a desire constitutive of ideal agency by drawing on his arguments about the
rational significance of the desires of our ideal counterparts. According to Bukowski, this strategy
involves an essential equivocation on “ideal agency.”xv Smith has recently argued that some desires
are constitutive of the psychology of ideal agents, what Bukowski calls “kind-ideal agents,” which
are “excellent agent[s] according to the constitutive standards of agency.”xvi Smith’s dispositional
account of reasons, however, demonstrates the normative significance of the desires of our fully
rational counterparts, which Bukowski calls “rational-ideal agents.”xvii Given this difference in the
two arguments, showing that a desire is constitutive of kind-ideal agency does not establish its
connection to our reasons, given that our reasons are a function of the desires of our rational-ideal
counterparts.
Bukowski considers and rejects two strategies that Smith could use to establish the normative
significance of desires constitutive of kind-ideal agents. First, Bukowski claims Smith cannot
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establish that kind-ideal and rational-ideal agency are extensionally equivalent.xviii Second,
Bukowski argues that Smith cannot apply the argument he uses to establish the normative
significance of the desire sets of rational-ideal agents mutatis mutandis to kind-ideal agents.xix
Bukowski concludes that Smith cannot vindicate his explanatory strategy for establishing the
normative significance of desires constitutive of kind-ideal agents.xx
Bukowski’s conclusion, however, is too quick. At most he has shown that Smith cannot
establish the normative significance of desires constitutive of kind-ideal agents by demonstrating
the normative significance of their desire sets. But kind-ideal agents can have many desires which
are not constitutive of their status as kind-ideal, and Smith only needs to establish the normative
significance of their constitutive desires.xxi Bukowski does not consider whether Smith might
demonstrate the normative significance of desires constitutive of kind-ideal agency without
establishing the normative significance of the rest. Because of this, he does not consider whether
Smith could show that rational-ideal counterparts are guaranteed to have any desire constitutive
of kind-ideal agency, merely in virtue of their rational-ideal status.xxii Let’s call this “the simple
connection.”xxiii Establishing the simple connection would vindicate Smith’s explanatory strategy
of explaining the normative significance of desires constitutive of kind-ideal agency by appeal to
his dispositional account of reasons.
Desires constitutive of kind-ideal agency are those required by the internal standards of
agency—those that make an agent better qua agent in virtue of satisfying them. In his recent
constitutivist arguments, Smith explains that we should “think of an agent as a functional kind,
defined by the possession and exercise, to some degree or other, of the capacities to know the world
in which he lives and realize his desires in it, and hence think of the norms governing the
idealization as those to which an agent conforms when he fully and robustly possesses and exercises
this pair of capacities.”xxiv So, if a desire is required by the internal standards of agency, kind-ideal
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agents are guaranteed to have that desire because it is needed to ensure they are able to ideally
possess and exercise their rational capacities.xxv Constitutive desires of kind-ideal agency are thus
those that are required to ensure that the capacities with which we deliberate and realize our desires
are ideally able to serve that function. If the simple connection holds, all rational-ideal counterparts
will be guaranteed to have any such desires.
As Bukowski notes, Smith originally introduces what Bukowski terms “rational-ideal agents”
as counterparts who are ideally situated to make good decisions about what is desirable, enabling
their desires to constitute our reasons.xxvi So, for example, Smith explains that rational-ideal agents
must have all relevant true beliefs because they ideally situate an agent to make good decisions
about what is desirable. Ignorant or misinformed counterparts who manage to desire what is
desirable are lucky. Changes that remove this reliance on luck are rational improvements, because
they make a counterpart more likely to desire what they have reason to desire, and so counterparts
who are relevantly fully informed are more rational than those who are not.xxvii So, being fully
relevantly informed is a cognitive condition on being a rational-ideal agent.
Given Smith’s functional understanding of agency, we can similarly see that having desires
constitutive of kind-ideal agency is a conative condition on being ideally situated to make good
decisions about what is desirable. After all, a counterpart who lacked a desire constitutive of agency
would thereby not be fully equipped to ensure they ideally co-exercise their rational capacities—
those capacities essentially used to deliberate about and realize what is desirable. In particular,
without such coherence-inducing desires an agent could find herself in a situation where her desires
are best realized at the cost of the ideal exercise of her deliberative capacities. Without assurance
against such self-sabotaging exercises, an agent might undermine her ability to form true beliefs,
including beliefs about what is desirable.xxviii Counterparts without these desires who end up with
accurate beliefs about what is desirable are lucky, and this form of luck is disqualifying for rational-
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ideal agents on the same grounds as before. Changes that remove reliance on luck in forming
accurate beliefs about what is desirable are rational improvements, and are required in our
rational-ideal counterparts, whose desires constitute facts about what is desirable for us. So, having
coherence-inducing desires is a conative condition on being a rational-ideal agent for the same
reason that being relevantly fully informed is a cognitive condition: both are rational improvements
needed to ensure true beliefs about what is desirable is not due to luck.
This then vindicates the simple connection. Discovering that a desire for something is
constitutive of being a kind-ideal agent is a way to discover that your rational-ideal counterpart
desires it, in the same way that discovering there is a relevant truth is a way to discover that they
believe it. So, if Smith is able to establish that some desires are constitutive of kind-ideal agency,
he can rely on his explanatory strategy and appeal to his dispositional account of reasons to explain
their normative significance.

III. THE DEMANDINGNESS OF ATELIC FUNCTIONS
Of course, this vindication of the normative significance of being a desire constitutive of kind-ideal
agency might be a hollow victory, because Bukowski also argues that Smith fails to establish that
any desires are constitutive of kind-ideal agency in the first place. Bukowski notes that in his recent
arguments Smith assumes that an ideal agent “has what it takes to remain ideal insofar as this is
under her control,” what Bukowski calls “the robustness thesis.”xxix However, as Bukowski notes,
it is not generally true that functional kinds and capacities ought to be self-maintaining. For
example “a good missile is not one that above all else maintains itself indefinitely into the future,
but instead one that destroys itself… as a means to accomplish some aim.”xxx Bukowski objects that
without a principled explanation of this difference between agents and missiles, the robustness
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thesis amounts to adopting “without sufficient justification, the characterization of agency that
seems better suited for deriving moral requirements.”xxxi
Bukowski correctly notes that many functional capacities need not be indefinitely selfmaintaining, what we can call “unrestrictedly robust.” However, he has overlooked a central
feature of functional constitutivist accounts of agency that can explain why agentive capacities must
be unrestrictedly robust: namely, that the function of agency is atelic in character. All functional
capacities, I’ll argue, have some minimal robustness demands, but the atelic nature of the function
of agency can be used to explain why the robustness demands on agents are unrestricted. If this is
correct, then the robustness thesis is true.
Though ideal functional capacities need not have what it takes to maintain themselves
indefinitely, they must all have what it takes to maintain themselves until they’ve completed their
contribution to the performance of their function. So, what I’ll call the “restricted robustness thesis”
is true of all ideal functional capacities. Consider, for instance, the missile whose infrared heatseeking capacity guides the missile to its target, contributing to its own destruction. Bukowski is
certainly right that a good infrared heat-seeking capacity need not maintain itself indefinitely into
the future. But it should maintain itself long enough to play its role in directing the missile to the
target. It must be restrictedly, though not unrestrictedly, robust. So, if we can show that agentive
capacities make ongoing contributions to a function that is never completed, we can explain the
truth of the robustness thesis as a special case of this restricted robustness result.
Smith provides resources for an explanation of unrestricted robustness in his understanding
of the temporal duration of agents. He writes “…given that they may well exist over time, ideal
agents must also be in the present such that they can possess and exercise their epistemic and
desiderative capacities in the future.”xxxii This explanation of the temporally extended nature of
agency can explain how the agentive capacities play an ongoing role in the performance of the
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function of agency.xxxiii But in order to understand how the function of agency is never completed
we need to understand its atelic character.
Kieran Setiya nicely explains the difference between telic and atelic activity in terms of
completion.xxxiv On his account, telic activity types are those that “one can finish doing, or
complete,” because it is part of the activity that it “aim[s] at a point of termination or exhaustion:
a final state in which they have been achieved and there is no more to do.”xxxv Atelic activities, in
contrast, are types of activities that, as far as the structure of the activity is concerned, could go on
forever. Telling a joke is a telic activity; it aims at a punch line (say). After the punch line, your only
joke-telling option is to tell another, because the first one is over. In contrast, spending time with
friends is atelic; it doesn’t aim at some state that, once you’ve reached it, you have to start hanging
out with friends again, because the first hang out is over. As Setiya points out, when you engage in
atelic activities, “you can stop doing these things, and eventually you will, but you cannot finish or
complete them in the relevant sense. […] There is no outcome whose achievement exhausts them.
They are not in that way limited.”xxxvi
Any functional capacity that plays an ongoing and essential contribution to an atelic activity
will thus have unrestricted robustness demands because it can never complete its functional
contribution. Above I claimed that desire-realization is an atelic activity, but of course, heard in
one way, realizing a desire is the ultimate telic activity. If I have the desire to eat a peach, the telos
is eating the peach. Eating the peach not only realizes my desire, it also thereby satisfies my desire,
i.e., it causes me to no longer have the desire. What could be more telic?xxxvii
But according to Smith, the function of agency is not to satisfy the agent’s intrinsic desires,
but “to realize [the agent’s] intrinsic desires, no matter what their content.”xxxviii Successfully
realizing my intrinsic desires need not satisfy them. After all, our intrinsic desires are for those
things that we find fundamentally desirable: caring for our family and friends, being a good
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neighbor, acquiring knowledge, maintaining our health.xxxix We do not engage in realizing our
intrinsic desires in order to complete realizing our desires; in realizing our intrinsic desires, we do not
aim at exhausting them—crossing them off a list, as it were. Because of this, the realization of
intrinsic desires is not something that comes closer and closer to completion the more we realize
those desires. Even when I one day stop realizing my intrinsic desires, there will be no sense in
asking how close I was to completing the task, in the way we might sensibly ask how close the
missile was from the target when it veered off course. From this we can conclude that the function
of agency is atelic; there is nothing that counts as the capacities constitutive of agency completing
their functional role.
This provides the resources Smith needs to explain why the unrestricted robustness thesis is
true of agentive capacities. Any capacity that contributes to the performance of a function has
restricted robustness demands that require it to maintain itself until its contribution to the function
is completed. Because agentive capacities make ongoing contributions to an atelic function, there
will be no point after which they need not maintain their ability to contribute.xl So, the unrestricted
robustness thesis is true of agentive capacities.

IV. INTERDEPENDENCY’S ROLE IN EXPLAINING IMPARTIALITY
Bukowski has also accused Smith of illicitly relying on moral intuitions to establish the impartiality
of the constitutive desires to help and not hinder.xli Bukowski claims that Smith’s impartiality result
relies on what Bukowski calls “the symmetry thesis,” that an “agent’s relationship to other people
is not relevantly different from her relationship to her future self.”xlii There are clearly some
dissimilarities in the two relationships, most obviously that one of them is a relationship of identity
(or at least psychological continuity) while the other is not. Because of this, to establish the
symmetry thesis, Smith would need to explain why these differences are not relevant. Bukowski
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identifies one paragraph where he takes Smith to endorse and defend the symmetry thesis, but
objects that it is insufficient to the task.xliii Without an explanation of what makes a difference
relevant, Bukowski claims that Smith’s reliance on “the symmetry thesis appears either unmotivated
or question-begging.”xliv
Despite this, the primary argument for Smith’s impartiality result, developed throughout his
recent work, does not rely on the symmetry thesis, with its general denial of relevant difference.
Instead, as I’ll show, it appeals to two particular “remarkable symmetries” that hold between an
agent, her future self, and others.xlv Given this, Smith doesn’t need to show that the acknowledged
dissimilarities are irrelevant in order to provide an account of the impartiality of the desires
constitutive of ideal agency.xlvi
The first symmetry has to do with control: an agent can only directly exercise her current
rational capacities, but she can affect both her future desires and beliefs and others’. The second
symmetry is one of dependence: agents rely on others and their past selves for both the resources with
which they exercise their capacities and their non-interference in exercising them.xlvii According to
Smith, it follows from these two symmetries that there are two ways that an agent could affect the
future exercise of their capacities: directly, by failing to help or hindering her future ability to exercise
her capacities, and indirectly, by failing to help or hindering the capacities of another agent, on which
she will later be dependent.xlviii Because of this, only agents who have the impersonal intrinsic desires
to help and not hinder are guaranteed to not (intentionally or inadvertently) indirectly frustrate their
future functioning in this second way. Smith concludes that “if [agents] are robustly to have and
fully exercise their own capacities to believe for reasons, [they] must desire not to interfere with
other rational agents’ exercises of their capacities.”xlix
We might worry that this conclusion is stronger than warranted. After all, this presupposes
that the ideal agent is absolutely certain not to hinder their future self. For every agent, there are
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clearly many people on whom she is overwhelmingly unlikely to depend in the future, and the desire
to help and not hinder those people might be very demanding. But the robustness thesis is that
demanding. According to it, ideal agents are not guaranteed to be highly or overwhelmingly likely to
have what they need to ensure they remain ideal in the future, they are guaranteed to have what
it takes to remain ideal insofar as it is within their control. Having what it takes to remain ideal is
a modal notion; it requires having not only what you end up having needed in the actual world to
remain ideal, but anything you might possibly have needed to remain ideal, no matter how
implausible it was that you would have needed it. Given that there is no in-principle constraint on
whom an agent might depend in the future, there is no possible constraint on whose capacities an
ideal agent will desire to help and not hinder. The modal strength of the demands on ideality and
the potential dependence of all on all is sufficient for the strong impartiality result.l
We might still fear this is too quick. Why wouldn’t the more restricted intrinsic desire to have
her capacities helped and not hindered be sufficient for the psychology of the ideal agent? After all,
if an ideal agent knew that a particular instance of helping or not hindering the capacity of another
agent would realize this desire, she would form the extrinsic desire to help or not hinder that specific
capacity in this instance. The most straightforward reason is that ideal agents, even were they to
have full information, would not know facts about the future. Because of this, they could not be
assured to know when they are in a position to indirectly help or hinder the future exercise of their
capacities. The agent with the impartial desire to help and not hinder rational capacities is thus
better equipped to remain ideal, and is thus more ideal.li
Despite Bukowski’s focus on the symmetry thesis, Smith need not rely on it to establish the
impartiality of the desires constitutive of ideal agency. Instead, I’ve argued that Smith appeals to
the interdependence of agentive capacities and the robustness thesis together to explain why such
desires must be impersonal, namely, such desires are needed to guarantee that inter-dependent
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agents have what it takes to remain ideal insofar as it is within their control. We should thus not be
concerned that establishing the impartiality of the desires of ideal agents requires implicit appeal
to moral assumptions.

V. CONCLUSION
I’ve thus defended Smith’s constitutivist account from three objections. In Section II, I showed that
Smith’s recent reliance on his dispositional account of reasons does not involve an essential
equivocation on “ideal agent.” In Section III, I developed a strategy that will enable functional
constitutivists, like Smith, to explain why capacities constitutive of agency are better when they are
indefinitely self-maintaining. In Section IV, I explained Smith’s reliance on symmetry claims in his
arguments for the impartiality of the constitutive desires to help and not hinder and showed how
they involve no moral impartiality assumptions.
I am not suggesting that this decisively settles things in Smith’s favor. I’ve provided no
argument for Smith’s claim that agents have the function of being desire-realizers or that they
constitutively have the capacities of knowing the world. I’ve also given no reason to think that
Smith’s earlier dispositional account of reasons is compelling. I haven’t even fully responded to
Bukowski’s criticisms.lii Importantly, however, none of the defenses I make here turn on the
successful defense of any of these commitments of Smith’s.
The features of Smith’s account that have proven fruitful in this defense provide a blueprint
for a particularly strong constitutivist account. First, Smith explicitly relies on an independentlydefended account of the nature of reasons to demonstrate the normative significance of the
constitutive resources he develops.liii This offers a promising strategy to explain the normative
authority of constitutive resources without relying on substantial normative commitments that the
constitutivist is committed to explaining within their account.liv Second, Smith explains agency as
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a functionally-understood kind with constitutive capacities assessable according to their ability to
contribute to performing the function of agency.lv Any account on which agency has an atelic
function will be able to provide a similar explanation for why agents ought to self-maintain. Finally,
Smith understands agents as essentially interdependent, because the exercise of an agent’s
capacities depends both on their exercise in the past and on the exercise of the capacities of others.
Any constitutivist who can explain how agents are dependent on each other in performing their
constitutive function will have resources useful in explaining impartial normative conclusions.lvi
In defending these features of Smith’s account, I hope to have demonstrated their power
more generally. Insofar as philosophy makes progress, it is often by identifying innovative features
in the views of others and assessing their explanatory strengths, thus recognizing their value
independently of the success of the theory in which they first appear. This is the methodology at
the heart of this limited defense.
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University Press: 1996), esp Chapter 3.
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